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Introduction 
The Home Moving Trends survey is a comprehensive annual survey conducted by the Property 

Academy to provide insights and learning for the property profession. This year’s survey was extended 

to include feedback that would benefit conveyancers and was carried out in partnership with TM 

Group. 

 

More than 4700 consumers from across England and Wales took part in the 2013 survey and those 

responding gave a representative split of age groups, property types and price ranges, providing a 

substantial subject group and ensuring statistically valid data. Each of the respondents had moved 

house in the preceding 12 month period and gave insights into how they found, selected and rated 

their service providers.  

 

The survey results provide valuable insights for conveyancing practice partners and all those involved 

in the residential property sector can gain value from understanding better the mind-set of those who 

are actively involved in the selling process, how they come to certain decisions and how a service 

could better meet their needs. 

 

There were three key findings from the conveyancing questions from the survey that will be highlighted 

in this summary: 

 

• The value of recommendations 

• The impact of fees 

• Customer contact 
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Easily influenced? 
In a bid to discover to what extent home movers are led in their decision to appoint certain providers, 

we asked the participants which services have they used or would they consider using if 

recommended by their estate agents? 

Survey question: Which of the following services have/would you consider using by your estate agents 

recommended provider? 

 

 

Over recent years, buoyed by the financial crisis, there has been a shift in focus from estate agents 

selling mortgage services as their primary ancillary service to them placing an emphasis on 

conveyancing services and this is borne out by the results that show that more than two thirds of home 

movers have chosen or would choose their conveyancer based on the recommendation of their estate 

agent. 

 

Mortgage broker services were only considered by less than a quarter of respondents, whereas  more 

than half of those asked would look for advice from their agent on their choice of surveyor. 

 

The recent financial crisis has certainly had an impact, as we see that consumers are less likely to 

take an estate agent’s recommendation in this area, possibly due to the growing difficulty in acquiring 

credit which could drive mortgage seekers to use their own bank rather than a broker. 
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Taking this line of questioning a bit further, the respondents were asked the question that will probably 

be of most interest to those in the business of conveyancing and answers the million dollar question of 

‘Why do your customers choose you?’. We wanted to identify which channels were most effective in 

helping vendors decide which conveyancer to use.   

Survey question: How did you choose your conveyancer/solicitor? 

 

 

Six out of every ten respondents were influenced in their decision by a third party, showing that 

recommendations are the number one driver of consumer decisions. Of those referred by a third party, 

around three quarters answered that their estate agent influenced their choice who, as we saw in the 

previous question, are becoming increasingly focussed on and effective at controlling this decision. 

This shows a five percent increase when compared with those who went with their estate agent’s 

recommendation in last year’s survey up from forty one percent to forty six percent. 

 

Almost a third of those asked confirmed that they chose to return to the conveyancer that they had 

used previously which is a four percent drop on the customer response of last year (thirty five percent). 

 

A mere seven percent of home movers searched for their conveyancer online which may come as a 

surprise and suggests that conveyancers are likely to have more success when aiming to retain 

existing customers rather than looking to win new business from those shopping around online.  
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Although the survey suggested that fourteen percent of respondents were referred by their friends, the 

next question revealed whether there might be potential for this to increase in the future by asking if 

they would recommend their conveyancer to a friend? 

Survey question: Would you recommend your conveyancer to a friend?

 

The overwhelming majority of home movers responded positively which is great news for 

conveyancers and suggests that most customers are happy with the service that they had received. 

 

The question is: are your clients actually doing it? As a conveyancer, do you have mechanisms in 

place to ensure that they are actively promoting your services and how often are you talking to them? 

Do you reward your clients when they tell their friends and colleagues how good you were or pass on 

a recommendation of your services?  

 

Most of the respondents had positive things to say about their conveyancer as the word cloud on the 

following page shows.  

 

When asked for three words that best described their conveyancer, positive descriptions dominated – 

professional, efficient, helpful, friendly and thorough. 
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So are consumers easily influenced when choosing their conveyancer?  

 

It’s fair to say that the insights from these questions should have a significant  impact on your 

marketing strategy.  

 

Estate agents have certainly got to grips with the fact that they can persuade a large proportion of their 

customers to use their preferred conveyancer and this pulls into focus the importance of solicitors 

developing relationships with estate agents. By building good relationships with agents, you can help 

maintain referrals to your own business and prevent them reaching competitors. 

 

Also, the importance of a robust Customer Relationship Management (CRM) programme cannot be 

understated, particularly when seventy-eight percent of those surveyed said that they would 

recommend you and yet only thirty-one percent actually returned to their previous conveyancer. The 

remaining forty seven percent may have returned but were probably sent elsewhere via the 

recommendation from a friend or their estate agent.  

 

CRM doesn’t have to be complex and different firms can employ different tactics, from Christmas 

cards through to monthly newsletters or even face to face events.  
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Even if only ten or twenty percent of home movers move again within two or three years, by keeping in 

contact with your existing customers you can help ensure incremental repeat business with minimal 

effort in quite a short period of time. 

 

 

The Price Factor 
One of the key subjects for any vendor to think about is the question of price and importantly whether 

they feel that the service matches their expectations. Therefore, we asked the respondents whether 

they chose their conveyancer simply based on the cheapest fee.  

Survey question: Did you choose the conveyancer that quoted the cheapest fee? 

 

Interestingly, the results showed that the price of the  conveyancing service was the major factor in 

around only one out of five property transactions. So, it is reasonable to conclude that price is not the 

main motivating factor when choosing a conveyancer. 

 

This leads us to believe that other factors such as integrity, trustworthiness, customer service & 

experience are more integral factors to the decision. Taking this into account, have you considered 

how you illustrate the value of your service to potential clients? Thinking back to the earlier word-

cloud, do you convey to prospective clients that you are professional, efficient, helpful, friendly and 

18.3% 
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thorough? Your unique service promise needs to be communicated to the client which could include 

assurances about work schedules, your availability or your expertise.  

 

Nevertheless, it seems that there is no need to just offer low pricing in order to win more business.  

 

Keep in touch  
In property purchases, home movers are increasingly keen to be provided with reassurances that their 

case is proceeding in a timely manner and without incident. Certainly, one of the major criticisms of the 

property transaction is the number of different parties keeping the client well informed of case 

progress.   

 

Moreover, previous years’ Home Moving Trends surveys have highlighted that communication is the 

area that consumers most want estate agents and solicitors to improve. Therefore, we wanted to 

discover to what extent do home movers want to be updated by their conveyancer on the progress of 

their case?  

Survey question: How often should a conveyancer contact you during the conveyancing process? 

 

Unsurprisingly, the home movers surveyed answered that they require regular contact; sixty-nine 

percent indicated that they would like updates at least once a week if not more frequently.  
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And although a significant proportion (twenty-two percent) of customers would forgo weekly updates in 

favour of updates as and when progress has been made, there is obviously a compelling argument to 

suggest that all consumers are in need of regular communication from their conveyancer.  

 

With this in mind, how often are you currently updating your client? Additionally, how do you 

communicate this when selling your services to prospective new clients? We have discovered that 

price isn’t the major factor in the majority of cases when choosing a conveyancer but, equally, higher 

fees will mean that clients expect a better level of service and this includes better communication 

between all parties.  

 

Summary 
We are now witnessing a sea change within the industry: estate agents’ influence over who 

consumers choose to do their conveyancing is growing stronger. Despite two thirds of consumers 

being happy to recommend their previous conveyancer, only fourteen percent are actually making 

their decision based on a friend’s recommendation and,  when it comes to the crunch, the majority 

actually follow their estate agent’s recommendation.  

 

This is a worrying trend and so, whilst conveyancers inevitably need to work hard to build and improve 

relationships with estate agents, they also need clear strategies in place to encourage current clients 

to return and also refer them to their friends which the data shows that they are keen to do. 

 

Areas for improvement are focussed around communication and the ability to make the customer 

journey as stress free as possible, from instruction to completion. When selecting a conveyancer, 

consumers were less concerned with finding the firm that would offer the cheapest fee and seemingly 

more tuned into the level of communication that they can expect and how professional, efficient, 

helpful, friendly and thorough their conveyancer will be. 

 

To receive more details on this report or to discuss how you could be involved on working with the 

Property Academy or TM Group please call us on 0800 249 9200 or email marketing@tmgroup.co.uk 
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The Property Academy 

The Property Academy is dedicated to informing, encouraging, training and recognising forward 

thinking Property Professionals in their pursuit of business and personal excellence.  

 

The Property Academy has been established for 5 years offering Property Professionals bespoke 

coaching and training, as well as chairing bimonthly Group Meetings for forward thinking individuals 

who are constantly looking to evolve and improve their business, learn and discuss current issues with 

like-minded people.  

 

They also run regular events with high profile key note speakers aiming at informing, challenging and 

inspiring Property Professionals to help them deliver excellent performance individually and as a 

business.  

 

The Property Academy produce the full version of the Home Moving Trends Survey which can be 

viewed online at www.propertyacademy.co.uk 

TM Group 

 

TM is the largest provider of property searches to the conveyancing sector. Operating across England, 

Scotland and Wales, TM offers services to all professionals involved in a property transaction and 

provides a collaborative environment in which the entire purchasing process can be managed from 

start to finish, allowing all invited parties involved to easily share documentation with each other. 

 

Our knowledge makes a real difference. With unrivalled expertise in managing property searches and 

transactions, we continue to evolve and shape the conveyancing landscape of the future. TM 

continues to lead the way in the creation of technology and standards to deliver greater transparency, 

efficiency and certainty to the UK housing market. 

 

To find out more about how TM Group can help you and your business, please visit our website: 

www.tmgroup.co.uk 

 

 

 

 

http://www.propertyacademy.co.uk/
http://www.tmgroup.co.uk/
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1. Estate Agency Events Ltd (EAE) trading as The Property Academy is the legal owner of the 

copyright subsisting in this report. Any use and/or copying of such documents and materials is 

unauthorised. Any unauthorised use may give rise to EAE bringing proceedings for copyright 

infringement against you claiming an injunction, damages and costs. 

2. The Licensee acknowledges that all the information and materials contained in this report are the 

copyright property of EAE, and are protected, inter alia, by the Copyright, Designs, and Patents Act 

1988 

and other intellectual property rights and by the Terms and Conditions, and that no rights in any of the 

materials are transferred to the Licensee. 

3. The Licensee (or any subsequent user, whether licensed or unlicensed who reads this report) 

agrees 

that it will not place financial reliance upon any figure, statement or inference contained within this or 

any other EAE report, or invite investment from others, without first obtaining the written consent of 

EAE to do so. In the event that the Licensee (or any subsequent user, whether licensed or unlicensed) 

does not follow this procedure, it (or any subsequent user) agrees fully and effectually to indemnify 

EAE 

against any claims, howsoever arising, and to draw specific attention to the fact that this consent has 

not been obtained. 

4. All rights are reserved. 

 

 


